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Executive Summary
The previous deliverable D4.5.1 concerns the exploration of the applicability of committee machines to reasoning. It provides background material on committee machines
and proposes ideas how to apply committee machines to LarKC reasoning. Based on
those ideas we implement a plug-in for reasoning by committee, CommitteeReasoner.
This deliverable documents the design and implementation of the plug-in. The plug-in
is implemented on the LarKC platform v2.5.
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1.

Introduction

In last years the idea of committee decision has been successfully demonstrated over
and over again. An example is the winner of the NETFLIX challenge that combines
dierent recommendation engines to form the best ranking. Another example is IBM's
Watson applying a committee decision for achieving the answer.
Very often the data required to answer a query is distributed in several data sources.
Querying information from the Linked Open Data (LOD) is a typical such situation.
The standard approach is to attempt to interlink the dierent data bases such that
queries can be applied to the joint domains. We are all aware of the problems and
the complexity of this approach. In contrast, committee machines suggest a dierent
approach:
Instead of combining the data by interlinking data sources, combine the
knowledge returned in query results.

We assume that for each data source a SPARQL endpoint is dened. We apply
a given SPARQL query to all SPARQL endpoints in parallel and then combine the
results in form of a committee machine.

For instance, if the query is  Is Siemens

the largest German electronic company? , dierent SPARQL endpoints might return

dierent answers. The reason could be that they employ dierent reasoners, dierent
ontologies or dierent instances. The term largest might mean the largest number
of employees in an ontology, while in another ontology it might refer to the largest
revenue or the largest market value.

Similarly, we might consider companies which

have businesses in Germany or companies with its headquarter in Germany. Moreover,
data sources might be incomplete and ontological background rules might be faulty.
Deliverable D4.5.1 [1] provides an overview of committee machines. This helps us
understand the background and the state of the art of committee machines. In D4.5.1
we also proposed two ideas how to apply reasoning by committee (see Chapter 5):
causal independence committee and variance-based committee. Based on those ideas,
we have developed a plug-in for reasoning by committee, called CommitteeReasoner,
on the LarKC platform v2.5.

This document describes the technical aspects of the

plug-in, such as its input and output and how it works internally.
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2.

The CommitteeReasoner Plug-in
1

In this chapter we explore the technical aspects of the CommitteeReasoner plug-in .
First, we discuss the two approaches implemented in the plug-in. Then we describe
how the plug-in is implemented. Finally, we comment on the parameters set up for
the plug-in.

2.1

Theory of Approaches

In the previous deliverable D4.5.1 [1] we suggested two approaches to reasoning by
committee. In this section we briey review these approaches.
For instance, we want to know whether the statement

s

such as  Gene G is asso-

ciated with disease D  is true or not. We assume that for doing that we need to query

N

data sources, where

N > 1.

So we apply a reasoner to each of these data sources.

Note that the reasoners are not necessarily dierent. First, we dene two parameters

0 < αi ≤ 1

i ∈ {1, ..N }. The rst parameter αi is a
measure of the soundness of reasoner i, while 1 − αi stands for the unsoundness of the
2 The second parameter β is a measure of the incompleteness of SPARQL
reasoner.
i
endpoint i. Therefore, 1 − βi represents the completeness of SPARQL endpoint i.
From a probabilistic point of view, βi means that even if in a SPARQL endpoint the
and

0 ≤ βi < 1

for reasoner

reasoner cannot prove a statement to be true, this statement in fact would be true
with the probability

βi .

The parameters

αi

und

βi

reex the subjective belief of the

expert (who uses the plug-in) in the soundness and the incompleteness of the results
generated by reasons, respectively. Table 2.1 explains intuitively what they mean by
the especial values

0, 0.5

and

1.

We combine the results (true or unknown) returned by

N

reasoners in two ways:

• Causal independence committee:
qi = 1 − αi , when the reasoner i returns true, while qi = 1 − βi , when
reasoner i cannot prove the validness of statement s and returns unknown.

We dene
the

The combination expression is

P (s = true) = 1 −

Y

qi

i
where

P

stands for the probability of the statement

any reasoner is sound, then

s

being true. Note that if

P (s = true) = 1.

• Variance-based committee:
variα = αi (1 − αi ) and variβ = βi (1 − βi ). We then dene ci = var1α +
i
1
and fi = αi , if the reasoner i returns true; ci =
and fi = βi , if the reasoner
β
var +
We dene

i

1 http://wiki.larkc.eu/LarkcProject/MachineLearningPlugins?action=AttachFile&do=view&
target=CommitteeReasoner.larkc

2 Here, we do not explicitly distinguish the soundness of reasoners from the soundness of data

sources, more strictly speaking, from the soundness of the results inferred by reasoners based on
dirty data sources.

In LarKC we assume that all logic-based reasoners are sound which means

that the soundness of reasoners is trivial. The unsoundness of data sources is exactly the reason for
dening the parameter

α.

This unsoundness can be caused by the (partially) incorrect interpretation

of ontologies, faulty rules and contradictory facts as described in the introduction.
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→0
0.5
1
0
0.5
→1

αi

βi

The results of reasoner

i

are mostly wrong.

The soundness of the reasoner
The reasoner

i

is unknown, i.e., a random answer.

is sound.

The data source

i

is complete.

The completeness of the data source
The data source

i

returns unknown.

is unknown, i.e., a random answer.

α

and

β

by especial values

0, 1

is a small positive number. Roughly speaking,

and

0.5.

vari

is the

ci stands for the condence of the result. vari
ci increases in two cases: 1. reasoner i tends to
be sound or data source i is incomplete to a great extent; 2. reasoner i is rather
unsound or data source i tends to be complete. fi is equal to α resp. β and can

variance of
and

ci

i-th



i

is mostly empty.

Table 2.1: The sense of the parameters

i

i

reasoning result.

are inverse proportional.

be considered as a weighting factor emphasizing the rst case.
The combination expression is

P (s = true) =
where

Z=

1X
ci fi
Z i

P

i ci is a normalization factor.

Which of the two approaches should be chosen is dependent on the query. In general, the causal independent committee is more suitable for the query whose results are
inferred by causality. For example, it should be applied in medical domains where there
are many causal relationships among inuence factors. The variance-based approach
returns roughly the average certainty of the reasoners in committee. We advice that to
gure out the preferred approach for a given domain one should try both approaches
in empirical experiments.
In the plug-in we implemented both approaches. A parameter approach indicates
which approach is applied (see 2.3).

2.2

Implementation

R = [r1 , .., rN ] with the
length of N . The value of the array elements ri is either true or unknown, which means
The input of the plug-in is an array of the reasoning results

that the reasoner proves the given statement to be true or fails to prove respectively.
Again, we assume that a statement can only be proven but cannot be disproven, since
this is the situation considered in LarKC. It is worth noting that the order of this
array must be the same as that of the parameter arrays

α

and

β.

Then, the plug-in

applies a committee machine as described in 2.1. The outcome is the probability of
the truth value of the statement.

2.3

Parameters

The CommitteeReasoner plug-in can be congured with the following parameters:
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• alpha is an array and its elements αi are the probabilities that if reasoner i proves
a statement to be true, this statement in fact is true. For a sound reasoner, we

αi = 1.

obtain

• beta is an array and its elements βi

are the probabilities that if reasoner

i cannot

prove the truth of a statement, this statement in fact is true. For a complete
reasoner, we obtain

βi = 0.

• approach indicates which committee decision is taken. Its values causality and
variance stand for causal independence committee and variance-based committee, respectively.

• N is the
beta.

number of reasoners. This should be equal to the length of

The order of the parameters

alpha

and

beta

alpha

and

must be identical and must be the

same as that of the array of the reasoning results that form the input to the CommitteeReasoner.
There are dierent options for determining the parameters

• αi

and

βi

• αi

and

βi

αi

and

βi .

can be set equal for all i
might be constant for a given i (dierent competencies of SPARQL

endpoints), regardless of the query

• αi

and

βi

can be specic both to i and to the query (query specic competencies

of SPARQL endpoints)
It is interesting if it would be possible to nd good algorithms for specifying the
competence of a query endpoint for a given query.
Listing 2.1: An example for parameter setting in a workow

@prefix rdf : < http : // www . w3 . org /1999/02/22 - rdf - syntax - ns # > .
@prefix larkc : < http : // larkc . eu / schema # > .
@prefix committee : < http : // larkc . eu / plugin / committee # > .
_: reasoner a < urn : eu . larkc . plugin . Reasoner . CommitteeReasoner > .
_: reasoner larkc : hasParameter _ : param .
_: param committee : N "2 " .
_: param committee : approach " causality " .
_: param committee : alpha " 0.8 0.9 " .
_: param committee : beta " 0.1 0.3 " .
< urn : committee > a < urn : eu . larkc . endpoint . push > .
< urn : committee > larkc : links _ : path .
_: path a larkc : Path .
_: path larkc : hasInput _: reasoner .
_: path larkc : hasOutput _: reasoner .
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3.

Conclusions

This deliverable addresses the implementation of a reasoner by committee CommitteeReasoner. In the plug-in we implemented two approaches suggested in the previous

deliverable D4.5.1 [1].

In this document we claimed that committee machines are

a dierent approach for handling queries over heterogenous data sources, compared
to the data integration approaches which interlink the data sources. The document
briey reviews our proposed committee approaches and describes the implementation
of the plug-in as well as its parameters. The plug-in usage is illustrated by a simple
workow example.
The application of committee machines for reasoning in LarKC is based on the
assumption of unsoundness of the reasoners and of the incompleteness of the data
sources. For a given query, the result returned by each reason, i.e., each element of
the input array of the plug-in, is a single answer

true

 Is Siemens the largest German electronic company? 

or

unknown.

Examples are

or  Is gene G associated with

disease D?  Interesting future work will be to extend the plug-in so that it can also deal

with queries that return a list of results with corresponding condences, for example
for queries like  Which are the largest 10 German electronic companies?  or  Which
genes are mostly associated with disease D? 
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